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13.3 Appendix 5 changed to Appendix 4
24.1 (formerly 25.1) The governing body will apply the salary
safeguarding provisions of the STPCD. Where a pay determination
leads or may lead to the start of a period of safeguarding, the
academy will give the required written statement of notification as
soon as possible, and no later than one month after the date of the
determination.
Appendix 3 – Removed Principal’s Pay Policy, Appendix 3 now Pay
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Academies
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to OAT
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Academies are required to adopt OAT policies
except where the former policy is contractual and
specifically protected under the terms of the TUPE
transfer.
Academies are required to inform staff that this
policy has been adopted and fully consulted with
unions at national level prior to release.

Adoption of this policy:

Academies
that
transferred
before
01/09/2014

Can choose to consult locally and adopt.
In these situations, the Principal should issue the
policy to all staff and academy representatives for
consultation over a calendar month. The district
union offices should be copied in.
Once adopted, any further changes consulted with
the JCC will follow the process of informing not
consulting.
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Pay Policy
The Local Governing Body of Ormiston SWB Academy adopted this policy on January 2019.

It will be reviewed in September, annually

1. Introduction
1.1. The governing body has adopted the policy set out in this document to provide a clear
framework for the management of pay and grading issues for all teaching staff employed in the
academy.
1.2. The pay and grading reviews for the Principal and support staff employed in the academy are set
out in separate policies.
1.3. The governing body is committed to taking decisions in accordance with the ‘key principles of
public life’: objectivity, openness and accountability. It recognises the requirement for a fair and
transparent policy to determine the pay and grading for all teaching staff employed in the
academy, which takes account of the conditions of service under which staff are employed and
relevant statutory requirements.
1.4. The procedures set out in this policy seek to ensure that this is achieved in a fair equitable and
transparent way.
1.4.1. The Governing Body/Trust recognises its responsibilities under relevant legislation
including the The Equality Act 2010(including requirements under the Public Sector
Equality Duty and Gender Pay Gap reporting requirements), the Employment Relations
Act 1999, the Part-time workers (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations
2000, the Fixed-Term Employees (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations
2002,The Employment Rights Act 1996, The Employment Act 2002, The Employment Act
2002 (Dispute Resolution) Regulations, and will ensure that all pay related decisions are
taken equitably and fairly, in compliance with statutory requirements.
1.5. This policy is based on a whole academy approach to pay issues. The Governing Body will
ensure that appropriate funding is allocated for pay progression for all eligible teachers. Pay
decisions outside of appraisal will need to take account of academy financial resources.



The academy staffing structure will support the academy improvement plan.
The governing body will exercise its discretionary powers using fair, transparent and objective
criteria in order to secure a consistent approach in academy pay decisions.

1.6. The governing body recognises the requirement that pay progression decisions for all teaching
staff must be linked to annual appraisal of performance.
1.7. Annual pay award
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September 2018 Pay award






3.5% on all points of the unqualified pay range and main pay range
2% on all points on Upper Pay Range and Leading Practitioner Pay Range
1.5% to all points on the Leadership Pay Range
2% uplift across all allowances

1.8. This policy has been agreed by the governing body following consultation with staff and the
recognised trade unions and approved by the Full Local Governing Body. Any subsequent
changes will also be subject to further consultation before amendment by the committee. The
governing body will have full authority to take decisions on pay matters as defined in this policy.
The remit for this governing body is attached at Appendix 1.
1.9. The academy staffing structure should be published as an appendix to this policy. (Appendix 2).
Any subsequent changes to the staffing structure will be subject to consultation.

The staffing structure should:
 Take account of any financial limits determined by the pay body or delegated committees;
 Identify the posts to which allowances will be allocated for permanent TLRs, in accordance with
the requirements of the STPCD;
 Determine the value of any TLR post that is to be paid for a short-term period. A statement
identifying a payment within the range for TLR3, the length of time for which it will be paid, and
the reason for the short-term payment will be provided to the appropriate committee of the pay
body.
 Identify the level of allowance to be allocated to each permanent TLR post between the minimum
and maximum limits set out for each TLR in the STPCD, and the different levels that may be paid
within each TLR in the staffing structure in accordance with the STPCD;
 Identify the level of salary to be allocated to any Leading Practitioner posts together with the
salary ranges to be assigned to each post;
 Identify posts to be paid on the leadership group pay range together with the salary ranges
assigned to each post;
 Identify any post to which a salary from the Special Educational Needs range of salaries will be
allocated together with the level of each allowance to be paid;
 Identify and publish the support staff structure for the year

2. Aims of the policy
2.1. The governing body aims to use the academy pay policy to:
Maintain and improve the quality of teaching and learning at the academy;
Support the academy’s improvement plan;
Underpin the academy’s Appraisal policy;
Ensure that all staff are valued and appropriately paid for their work contribution in the academy;
Demonstrate that decisions on pay are fair and equitable and recognise the principle of equal pay
for like work and work of equal value;
 Provide flexibility to recognise individual staff performance linked to pay decisions;
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2.2. The governing body pay due regard to advice issued by the Department for Education,
recognised trade unions and other national bodies as appropriate, along with relevant statutory
legislation.

3. Job Roles and Responsibilities
3.1. All members of teaching staff will be provided with a job description outlining the roles and
responsibilities of the post.
This will also include the pay range and any additional payments or allowances covered by this
policy. The job description will state the reason for any additional allowances or payments and
whether this is a permanent or temporary payment.
3.2. Any significant changes to duties and responsibilities of a post will be subject to discussion with
the member of staff with a view to reaching agreement. Where there is a significant change in
duties and responsibilities of a post a new job description will be issued.
3.3. Where the change in duties and responsibilities affects the pay determination which leads or may
lead to the start of a period of safeguarding, the Governing Body will give the required
notification, in line with the STPCD, as soon as possible and no later than one month after the
date of the determination.
3.4. Where such changes also affect other members of staff, or where the staffing structure of the
academy needs to be changed, resulting in broader changes to roles and responsibilities, this will
be the subject of consultation with staff and the recognised trade unions before any changes are
made and with a view to seeking to agree the changes before new job descriptions are issued.

4. Pay Assessment and Pay Review
4.1. The governing body will ensure that every teacher’s salary is reviewed on an annual basis with
effect from 1 September, and by no later than 31 October. Principals must ensure that those
absent from duty for any reason, are included in the review.
Principal review completion date 31 December annually.
4.2. The arrangements for teacher appraisal are set out in the academy’s appraisal policy.
4.3. Decisions regarding pay progression will be made with reference only to the teachers’
performance management/appraisal reports and the pay recommendations they contain.
In the case of NQTs, pay decisions will be made by means of the statutory induction process.
4.4. To be fair and transparent, assessments of performance will be properly rooted in evidence
agreed and obtained through the appraisal process. There should be a ‘no surprises’ approach to
pay progression.
Fairness will be assured by annual monitoring of the application of the pay policy and pay
decisions. Academies will be required to provide the Trust with annual reports on teacher
progression and the application of the pay policy.
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4.5. The evidence used will be only that available through performance management/appraisal
process.
4.6. Where teachers have joined the academy part way through a performance
management/appraisal cycle, the Governing Body will, where necessary, seek evidence from the
previous schools to assist pay decisions and will only, where necessary, seek evidence from the
teachers themselves.
4.7. Teachers’ performance management/appraisal reports will contain pay recommendations. The
Principal will be responsible for submitting any recommendations for pay progression, in
accordance with the relevant sections of this policy, to the governing body for approval. Final
decisions about whether or not to accept a pay recommendation will be made by the Governing
Body, having regard to the performance management/appraisal report and taking into account
advice from the senior leadership team. Principals should in most cases support other senior
reviewer’s recommendations unless there is an exceptional reason to challenge this
4.8. All teachers can expect progression to the top of their pay range as a result of successful
performance management/appraisal reviews.
4.9. All teachers will be entitled to receive an annual pay statement including details of any salary and
financial benefits to which they are entitled, including any salary safeguarding arrangements that
may apply.
4.10. A review may occur at other times where there has been a significant change affecting an
individual teacher’s pay. A revised written statement will be issued to the teacher in such
circumstances, including any salary safeguarding arrangements that may apply.

5. Recruitment
5.1. Advertisements for vacant posts in the academy will be considered by the Principal and
governing body where appropriate. All posts will be advertised internally or externally, locally
or nationally as appropriate.
Only in exceptional circumstances will a new appointment’s salary not be matched; should an
academy wish to consider this approach they should speak to HR.
5.2. The advertisement will include the relevant pay range for the post as determined by the
governing body as appropriate for the post and as contained in the relevant section of this pay
policy.
The advertisement will specify the expected level of skills and experience for appropriate candidates
relevant to the post including the appropriate pay range and relevant allowances if applicable.
The academy may decide to pay recruitment/retention allowances (see Section 21).
5.3. Where the post is on a temporary basis, the advertisement will specify the reason for and
duration of the post.
5.4. Within the framework of relevant statutory legislation, the advertisement may also include
reference to any under-representation within the academy to encourage applications from any
disadvantaged and under-represented groups.
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6. Teaching Staff Pay
6.1. In this academy, all teaching staff are employed in accordance with the provisions of the School
Teachers Pay and Conditions Document (STPCD). In reviewing pay scales in the future, the
Governing Body will have regard to the pay ranges contained within the STPCD or other
relevant DfE documentation.
The following pay arrangements have been agreed by the governing body using the flexibilities
contained within the STPCD.
6.2. The governing body undertakes to pay due regard to the changes to the pay ranges and
allowances set out in the STPCD.
Any recommendations made by OAT HO following consultation with the national unions must
be implemented after a period of local consultation with academy representatives and staff.

7. Other Leadership Posts
7.1. The governing body will determine a 5 point pay scale for all other leadership posts from within
the leadership range contained in the STPCD.
7.2. The range for individual posts will be determined according to the duties and responsibilities of
the post and may vary between posts. A post with a designated deputy role in the absence of
the Principal teacher will be remunerated accordingly above the range for other leadership
posts.
7.3. The governing body will ensure that there is no overlap of pay between the Principal and any
other leadership post.
7.4. On first appointment, a teacher paid on the leadership scale will normally be appointed on the
bottom point of the pay range but the governing body may consider appointing on one of the
first 3 points on the pay range.
7.5. The pay range for teachers paid on the leadership spine will be reviewed by 1st September each
year or at any time during the year where there is a significant permanent change in the duties
and responsibilities of the post, or where it is necessary to consider a retention payment for a
member of staff on the leadership spine.
7.6. Progression on the pay range for a member of staff paid on the leadership scale will be
determined by reference to the annual review of their performance set against the teacher’s
objectives. The governing body may decide to award one increment for sustained high-quality
performance or two increments where performance has been exceptional. Where performance
has not been of a sustained high quality, the governing body may decide that there should be no
pay progression. The pay review will be completed by 31st October annually.

8. Leading Practitioners
8.1. The governing body may establish Leading Practitioner posts which will carry responsibility for
modelling and leading the improvement of teaching skills across the academy.
8.2. The pay range within which such posts may be paid is set out in Appendix 6.
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8.3. Each individual leading practitioner will be paid on a pay scale of five points within that range,
which will be determined by the role and range of responsibility of each post which may vary
across the academy.
8.4. The starting salary for an appointment to a post on the Leading Practitioner pay range will be
determined by the governing body and take account of the teacher’s skills and experience, and
the duties and responsibilities of the post.
8.5. Progression on the pay range for a member of staff paid on the Leading Practitioner pay range
will be determined by reference to the annual review of performance set against the teacher’s
objectives.
The governing body may decide to award one increment for sustained high quality performance
or two increments where performance has been exceptional. In the case of two point
progression the Governing body should seek clear transparent and substantial evidence to
support the recommendation.
Where performance has not been of a sustained high quality, the governing body made decide
that there should be no pay progression.
The pay review process will be completed by 31st October annually.

9. Main Scale and Upper Pay Range Teachers
9.1. The governing body will establish posts paid in accordance with the ranges set out in Appendix 5

10. Pay on Appointment
10.1. The Governing Body have the discretion to pay teachers at any point on the agreed scale and
may consider the allocation of additional scale points. However, any variation to pay must be
objectively justified.
It is the recommendation within the policy that teachers pay should be maintained upon
appointment unless objectively justified.
When determining the starting pay for a classroom teacher taking up their first appointment as a
qualified classroom teacher, the Governing Body will pay the teacher on the Main Pay Range and
will allocate pay scale points, as a minimum, on the following basis:
 one point for each one year of service as a qualified teacher in a maintained school, academy, City
Technology College or independent school;
 one point for each one year of service as a qualified teacher in higher education or further
education including sixth form colleges, or in countries outside England and Wales, in a school in
the maintained sector of the country concerned;
 one point for each three years of non-teaching experience spent working in a relevant area,
including industrial or commercial training, time spent working in an occupation relevant to the
teacher’s work at the academy and experience with children/young people;
 one point for each three years of other remunerated or unremunerated experience including
caring for children during a career break.
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11. Pay Progression
11.1. Classroom teachers in their induction year will be awarded pay progression on the successful
completion of induction.
11.2. Pay progression will be determined by reference to the annual review of the teacher’s
performance set against the Teacher’s objectives and Teacher Standards.
Teachers will be recommended for pay progression where they have had a successful
performance management/appraisal review. Where a teacher meets her/his appraisal objectives
or makes substantial and sufficient progress towards their objectives pay progression will be
awarded.
Where a teacher’s performance does not demonstrate a sustained level and is below the
academy’s expectations at that level of post, the governors may determine that no incremental
progression will be awarded in that year. It will be possible for a ‘no progression’ determination
to be made without recourse to the capability procedure, again there should be a ‘no surprises
approach’.
11.3. The governing body has determined that pay progression will be sequential through annual
increments and a teacher will not move more than one point, other than in exceptional
circumstances where a teacher’s level of performance is significantly above that of academy
expectations as demonstrated through evidence in the performance appraisal.
In the case of two point progression the Governing body should seek clear transparent and
substantial evidence to support the recommendation.
11.4. For teachers on the Upper Pay Range progression will normally be considered after two years of
successful performance reviews or earlier where performance has substantially exceeded
academy expectations.
11.5. Progression to the Upper Pay Range is detailed in section 9 of the Appraisal Policy. A model
form is included at Appendix 4 of this policy.

12. Accelerated progression
12.1. The governing body has determined that, normally, pay progression will be by annual
increments. However, where a teacher’s performance has been of a sustained high quality,
exceeding academy expectations at that level, the governing body may award accelerated
progression (of up to two increments) within the pay range. Progression will be subject to the
criteria for the higher pay point being met as set out in the previous paragraphs of this section of
the policy.

13. Movement to the upper pay range
13.1. Any qualified teacher may request to be paid on the Upper Pay Range. It is the responsibility of
the teacher to decide whether or not they wish to request this.
13.2. The Governing Body will consider requests from a teacher during the autumn Term for
progression at the start of the autumn term. A teacher may submit one request in any academic
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year by 31st October each year. If successful, the increment will be back dated to 1st
September of that year.
13.3. Where teachers wish to be assessed, they should notify their appraiser in writing using the
model form (as at Appendix 4) which should be submitted by the teacher to the appraiser at the
performance management/appraisal planning meeting. The teacher’s request will be appended to
their performance management/appraisal planning statement.
13.4. The evidence to be used will be only that available through the performance
management/appraisal process. The Governing body must be satisfied that the teacher is highly
competent in all elements of the relevant standards and that the teacher’s achievements and
contribution to an education setting is substantial and sustained.
13.5. If a teacher is simultaneously employed at another school(s), they may submit separate
applications if they wish to apply to be paid on the upper pay range in that school or schools.
This academy will not be bound by any pay decision made by another school.
13.6. For a request to be successful, the teacher must meet the same standards for progression as set
out in 11.2 for progression on to the Main and Upper Pay Ranges.
13.7. A request for progression to the Upper Pay Range will be assessed by the Principal and a
recommendation made to the governing body for decision. The governing body’s decision will
be notified to the teacher in writing within 20 working days.
13.8. If unsuccessful, the teacher will be provided with feedback by the Principal or Vice Principal.
13.9. Any appeal against the decision, which should be submitted within 10 working days, will be
considered in line with the academy’s pay appeals procedure set out in appendix 3.

14. Unqualified Teachers
14.1. The governing body may appoint unqualified teachers where the academy is unable to recruit
qualified teachers. In keeping with OAT policy, there is the expectation that all unqualified
teachers are working towards becoming qualified teachers within a realistic time-frame and
normally within 12 months. All unqualified teachers will be expected to work to the teacher
standards
14.2. The governing body has determined that the pay range for unqualified teachers will be that as set
out in Appendix 5.
14.3. These points overlap with the pay range on the Qualified Teacher scale and therefore the
governing body will take account of the professional skill level descriptors for those teachers in
setting the relevant expectations for an unqualified teacher paid at this level.
14.4. A newly appointed unqualified teacher will usually be appointed at the minimum of the scale and
no higher than the second point in the scale. The initial salary on appointment may be on a
probationary basis and subject to performance. This may be reviewed after 6 months, after
which time the pay band and relevant pay point will be finalised. The revised salary / pay range
will be no lower than the initial salary on appointment.
14.5. Progression within the range will be determined by reference to the annual review of the
teacher’s performance set against the teacher’s objectives and Teachers’ Standards. The
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governing body may decide to award one increment for sustained high quality performance or
more increments where performance has been exceptional. Where performance has not been
of a sustained high quality, the governing body may decide that there should be no pay
progression. Where a teacher’s performance is not at the required level, this will initially be
addressed through the academy’s appraisal procedure.
14.6. The pay review will be completed by 31st October annually.
14.7. Where an unqualified teacher obtains qualified teacher status, whilst employed by the academy,
they will transfer to the relevant pay band for qualified teachers at a salary at least equivalent to
the salary they were being paid.
14.8. Unqualified teachers are not eligible for TLR payments or SEN but can be paid additional
allowances. The Governing Body may pay additional allowances to an unqualified teacher where,
the teacher has either:
 Taken on a sustained additional responsibility which is focused on teaching and learning and
requires the exercise of a teacher’s professional skill and judgement; or
 Gained qualifications or experience which bring added value to the role being undertaken.

15. Supply Teachers
15.1. Teachers employed on a short notice or supply basis will have their pay determined in line with
the arrangements outlined in this policy for other teachers. Teachers paid on a daily basis will
have their salary assessed as an annual amount, divided by 195. For temporary teachers on
short notice this will be multiplied by the number of days to be worked.
15.2. Teachers who work less than a full day will be hourly paid and will have their salary calculated by
dividing the annual salary by 1265 to give an hourly rate.
15.3. A short notice teacher who is employed by the academy for a consecutive period of 12 months
will not be paid any more in respect of that period than they would have if they had been in
regular employment throughout the period.

16. Part time teachers
16.1. The governing body will ensure that part time teachers’ pay and working time will be dealt with
in accordance with the STPCD. Pay scales and pay progression will be as detailed earlier in this
policy, the fact that a teacher is part time will not prevent progression into the Upper Pay
ranges.
16.2. Part time teachers will be entitled to be paid for their contractual hours pro rata to a full time
teacher and will also be entitled to PPA time, other non-contact time and directed time
allocated on a pro rata basis.
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17. Teaching and Learning Responsibility Payments
(TLRs)
17.1. TLR payments will be awarded to the holders of the posts indicated in the academy’s staffing
structure.
17.2. TLR payments will be awarded to a teacher on the main scale or upper pay scale where a
teacher is required to undertake a sustained additional responsibility within the academy’s
staffing structure for ensuring the continued delivery of high quality teaching and learning for
which they are accountable, i.e. where a post:
 is focused on teaching and learning;
 requires the exercise of a teacher’s professional skills and judgment;
 requires the teacher to lead, manage and develop a subject or curriculum area or to lead and
manage student development across the curriculum;
 has an impact on the educational progress of students other than the teacher’s assigned classes or
groups of students; and
 involves leading, developing and enhancing the teaching practice of others.

17.3. TLR 1 posts include significant line management responsibility in addition to that outlined in
paragraph 8.1.2 above
17.4. The governing body will award TLR payments within the range prescribed in the STPCD. In this
academy, the governing body has determined that TLR payments will be as follows:
 TLR 1 a, 7853.71 b, 9667.30 c, 11477.78
 TLR 2 a, 2720.34 b, 4530.35 c, 6340.82
 TLR 3 a, 1000.00
17.5. A teacher will not be awarded more than one TLR1 / TLR2 payment but may be awarded an
additional TLR3 payment.
17.6. A TLR3 payment will not be awarded in respect of teaching duties more appropriately
recognised by a TLR1 or 2 or under section 18.2 of this policy in respect of Special Educational
Needs.
17.7. The governing body may award a temporary TLR (TLR3) payment to a post requiring additional
duties for a time limited period for a specific project identified as a priority within the academy
development plan or other substantial academy improvement projects or exceptional one off
externally driven responsibilities.
Where the governing body proposes to introduce TLR3 payments, there will be consultation
with the academy trade union representatives in regard to their introduction and use in each
case.
17.8. The value of any temporary TLR3 will be determined within the above range on an individual
basis according to complexity and level of responsibility of the role.
17.9. The duration of such temporary TLR3 payments would normally not exceed 12 months after
which time they will be reviewed and may be extended if appropriate.
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17.10.

There will be no safeguarding of any temporary TLR3 payments.

18. Special Educational Needs (SEN)
18.1. The governing body will award a Special Educational Needs Allowance to a classroom teacher in
the following circumstances:
 In any SEN post that requires a mandatory SEN qualification;
 Who teaches students in one or more designated special classes or units in the academy;
 In any non-designated setting (including any student referral unit) that is analogous to a designated
special class or unit where the post:
i.

involves a substantial element of working directly with children with special educational
needs;

ii.

requires the exercise of a teacher’s professional skills and judgment in the teaching of
children with special educational needs;

iii.

has a greater level of involvement in the teaching of children with special educational needs
than is the normal requirement of teachers throughout the academy or unit within the
academy.

18.2. The governing body will determine a spot value for each post, taking account of the structure
for SEN provision in the academy and:
 whether any mandatory qualifications are required for the post;
 the qualifications and expertise of the teacher relevant to the post; and
 the relative demands of the post.
18.3. The value of any SEN allowance in the academy will be within the range prescribed in the
STPCD.

19. Acting Allowances
19.1. Teachers who cover all of the duties associated with a post of a higher grade or allowance other
than their own for a period of at least 4 weeks will be considered for payment of an acting
allowance. This will normally be the difference between the teacher’s substantive salary and the
appropriate point on the pay range of the higher level post and will cover the whole period of
acting up during which the teacher undertakes the full range of duties and responsibilities of the
post.

20. Recruitment and Retention
20.1. The governing body may, on the advice of the Principal, consider the award of a recruitment and
retention payment where there is clearly demonstrated evidence that such a payment is:
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 Required to attract suitable candidates for a post which it has been or it is considered difficult to
fill; or
 Required to retain the skills and expertise of a teacher, particularly in a specialist area or where it
is considered that the subsequent vacancy would be difficult to fill.
20.2. The value of any recruitment or retention payment will be determined according to the
circumstances of each case but will take into account salary relativities across the academy
structure and known staffing changes in the future.
20.3. The duration of the payment will be determined according to the circumstances of the payment.
There is no longer a 3 year limit on recruitment and retention payments Governing bodies are
required to conduct annual reviews of such awards including the duration and expiry dates.
20.4. Normally a recruitment or retention payment will be financial, but where appropriate, governors
may consider other benefits e.g. relocation expenses, health care, gym membership, childcare
provision etc.

21. Out of Academy Learning Activities
21.1. Teachers who undertake agreed voluntary learning activities outside the normal academy day
and whose salary range does not take account of such activity may be entitled to an additional
payment. The governing body, advised by the Principal, will consider each case individually
before the activity takes place. Such activities may include:









Holiday revision groups
Breakfast clubs
Homework clubs,
Summer Academies
Saturday morning booster classes
Study support groups
Activities for gifted and talented children
Curriculum linked sporting or arts related activities or clubs

21.2. Payment for these activities, will be agreed in advance and will normally be calculated based on
the teacher’s normal hourly rate but may be subject to restrictions according to the available
funding.

22. Continuing Professional Development
22.1. The governing body, advised by the Principal teacher, may consider, in advance, awarding
additional payments to teachers in respect of continuing professional development undertaken
outside of the academy day. The governing body will consider each case on its individual merits.
22.2. The governing body may award an additional payment for work undertaken on a voluntary basis
relating to the provision of initial teacher training (ITT), where this is provided as part of the
normal activity of the academy. This may include:
 Acting as a professional mentor;
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Giving feedback to students;
Formally assessing student competence;
Supervision and observation of teaching practice;
Tutorials or seminars

22.3. where it is impossible within the normal working of the academy day to facilitate time to
undertake such duties.
22.4. Payment for these activities will be agreed in advance and will normally be calculated on the
teacher’s normal hourly rate but may be subject to restrictions according to the available
funding.
22.5. The governing body will not award additional payments in respect of Academy Centred ITT
(SCITT) where the academy takes the lead in providing ITT courses, including planning and
preparing materials for an ITT course and taking responsibility for the well-being and tuition of
ITT students.
22.6. Such duties may be considered and if appropriate paid for under a separate non-teaching
contract.
22.7. The governing body may consider an additional payment to the Principal and/or to other
teachers for additional responsibilities and activities due to or in respect of the provision of
services by the Principal relating to the raising of educational standards to one or more
additional academies
22.8. The governing body may consider an additional payment to the Principal and/or to other
teachers where the Principal is providing services to other schools e.g. as a consultant leader,
academy improvement partner, local leader for education or national leader of education.
22.9. Any payment considered under this section will be temporary only and reviewed on an annual
basis.
22.10. No payment will be considered where these duties have already been taken into account in
other sections of this policy.

23. Salary Sacrifice
23.1. The governing body will support salary sacrifice arrangements for teachers in respect of the
following:
 Childcare vouchers / childcare benefit schemes;
 Other such schemes agreed by the governing body.
23.2. The Trust will monitor and advise on any taxable benefit implications and notify schools
accordingly should there be any changes to HMRC guidance
23.3. Salary sacrifice scheme arrangements are included in any calculations when determining and
safeguarding sums to which the teacher may be entitled.
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24. Safeguarding
24.1. The governing body will apply the salary safeguarding provisions of the STPCD.Where a pay
determination leads or may lead to the start of a period of safeguarding, the academy will give
the required written statement of notification as soon as possible, and no later than one month
after the date of the determination.

25. Appeals
25.1. A member of staff may seek a review of any determination in relation to their pay or any
decision taken by the governing body (or committee or individual acting with delegated
authority) that affects the pay of the member of staff.
25.2. The governing body has agreed to consider appeals on the following grounds:
25.3. That the person or committee making the decision:
 incorrectly applied any provision of the STPCD, the Academy’s pay policy or other statutory
provision and;
 took account of irrelevant or inaccurate evidence;
 was biased OR;
 otherwise unlawfully discriminated against the teacher.
25.3.1. The procedure for considering appeals is set out in Appendix 4 of this policy.

Monitoring the Impact of the Pay Policy
The Trust will monitor the outcomes and impact of this policy annually through the Regional
Directors and LGBs.
Principals will be required to present an impact report to the Governors Pay Committee as laid out
in Appendix 6 of the Appraisal Policy
This will be done in accordance with legislative changes, changes to the STPCD, and ensuring
continuing compliance with equalities legislation.
Discussions will take place on the outcomes with academy representatives. The trust-wide outcomes
and impacts of the policy will also be discussed at Trust level with the trades unions.
Changes may need to be made to the policy, if this is the case, we will make them in consultation (at
trust level) with the recognised trade unions and professional associations.
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Appendix 1
Remit / Terms of Reference of the _________________Committee

Insert relevant academy committee remit / terms of reference

Example:
The Pay Committee will be authorised by the Governing Body to determine all matters
relating to pay and related performance of staff to establish a whole academy pay policy for
adoption by the governing body and to monitor and review the pay policy as necessary.

Committee Membership
The Pay Committee will consist of at least 3 governors, elected by the governing body. Normally,
wherever possible, the Pay Committee will not include any member of staff employed by the
governing body at the academy. The quorum for this committee will be 3 governors.

Committee Remit
The Pay Committee will have full delegated powers from the governing body to take all decisions
relating to pay in accordance with the approved academy pay policy.
Specifically this will include:
i.

Ensuring that the whole academy pay policy is statutorily compliant, including where relevant
the School Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Document.

ii.

Reviewing the whole academy pay policy and making recommendations to the full governing
body for amendment where necessary.

iii.

Reviewing the academy pay structure on an annual basis to consider the impact of any
changes to nationally recommended pay rates and reporting to the governing body as
appropriate.

iv.

Ensuring that the policy is applied equitably and consistently for all staff.

v.

Ensuring that pay decisions are fair and equitable, link with the academy Appraisal policy and
take account of the recommendations of the Principal teacher, and where appropriate, other
members of the academy leadership team. Utilise the impact assessment document to
appropriately challenge any concerns about the inequality of treatment of staff relating to pay

vi.

In accordance with the pay policy, determine appropriate pay ranges for all staff employed in
the academy, including allowances and temporary recruitment and retention payments where
appropriate.

vii.

Review the academy staffing structure specifically in respect to pay relativities of posts in the
structure. Maintain an up to date staffing structure as an appendix to the pay policy.

viii.

Recommend the annual pay budget, including pay progression to the governing body.
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ix.

Ensure that external advice is sought where needed from HR OAT

x.

Ensure accurate and up to date person specifications and job descriptions are maintained to
inform pay decisions where necessary.

xi.

Ensure annual pay statements are issued to all staff in accordance with the
policy.

xii.

Provide an annual report to the full governing body summarising pay decisions and issues
arising including an equality impact assessment
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Appendix 2
Academy Staffing Structure from…………………………

Insert academy staffing structure and effective date
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Appendix 3
Pay Appeals Procedure
The governing body has adopted the following procedure to consider any pay appeals:
The arrangements for considering appeals are as follows:
Teachers may appeal against any determinations in relation to their pay or any other decisions taken
by the governing body that affects their pay. The grounds for appeal are that the person or
committee by whom the decision was made:
a.

Incorrectly applied any provision of the STPCD;

b.

Failed to have proper regard for statutory guidance;

c.

Failed to take proper account of relevant evidence;

d.

Took account of irrelevant or inaccurate evidence;

e.

Was biased; or

f.

Otherwise unlawfully discriminated against the teacher.

The order of proceedings is as follows:
The teacher receives written confirmation of the pay determination and where applicable the basis on
which the decision was made.
If the teacher is not satisfied, he/she should seek to resolve this by discussing the matter informally
with the decision-maker within ten working days of the decision.
Where this is not possible or where the teacher continues to be dissatisfied, he/she may follow a
formal appeal process.
The teacher should set down in writing the grounds for questioning the pay decision (which must
relate to the grounds as set out above) and send it to the person (or committee) who made the
determination, within ten working days of the notification of the decision being appealed against or of
the outcome of the discussion referred to above.
The committee or person who made the determination should provide a hearing within ten working
days of receipt of the written grounds for questioning the pay decision to consider this and give the
teacher an opportunity to make representations in person. Following the hearing the employee
should be informed in writing of the hearing’s decision and the right to appeal to the Governing body.

Any second appeal should be heard by a panel of three governors who were not involved in the
original determination, normally within 20 working days of the receipt of the written appeal
notification and give the teacher the opportunity to make representations in person. The decision of
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the appeal panel will be given in writing, and where the appeal is rejected will include a note of the
evidence considered and the reasons for the decision. The decision is final and there is no recourse
to the staff grievance procedure.
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Appendix 4
Upper Pay Range Request Form

Teacher’s Details:
Name ___________________________________________________
Post ____________________________________________________

In order to be assessed you must be a qualified teacher and evidence that:
 You are highly competent in all elements of the relevant teacher standards
 Your achievements and contributions to the academy have been substantial and sustained

PM/Appraisal Details:
 Years covered by planning/review statements
 Schools covered by planning/review statements

Declaration:
I confirm that at the date of this request for assessment to be paid on the UPS range. I meet the
eligibility criteria and I submit performance management/appraisal planning and review statements
covering the relevant period.

Applicant’s signature___________________________ Date____________________
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Appendix 5
Valid 1 September 2018, for all Teachers in OAT Academies

Main Pay Range
E&W (excl. the
London Area)

Fringe Area Park
Academy only

1 (minimum)

£23,720

£24,859

2

£25,594

£26,732

3

£27,652

£28,789

4

£29,780

£30,924

5

£32,126

£33,264

6 (maximum)

£35,008

£36,157

E&W (excl. the
London Area)

Fringe Area

U1 (minimum)

£36,646

£37,758

U2

£38,004

£39,113

U3 (maximum)

£39,406

£40,520

Upper Pay Range

TLR
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Range

TLR 1

TLR 2

TLR 3 (fixed term)

Min

£7853

£2721

£540

Max

£13,288

£6646

£2683

Leading Practitioner Pay Range
E&W (excl. the London
Area)

Fringe Area

minimum

£40,162

£41,268

maximum

£61,055

£62,164

Leadership Group Pay Range
E&W (excl. the
London Area)

Fringe Area

1

£39,965

£41,065

2

£40,966

£42,069

3

£41,989

£43,091

4

£43,034

£44,142

5

£4,4106

£45,215

6

£45,213

£46,318

7

£46,430

£47,538

8

£47,501

£48,603
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9

£48,687

£49,791

10

£49,937

£51,041

11

£51.234

£52,336

12

£52,414

£53,521

13

£53,724

£54,832

14

£55,064

£56,169

15

£56,064

£57,535

16

£57,934

£59,040

17

£59,265

£60,337

18

£60,755

£61,860

19

£62,262

£63,366

20

£63,806

£64,915

21

£65,384

£66,496

22

£67,008

£68,115

23

£68,667

£69,770

24

£70,370

£71,480

25

£72,119

£73,223

26

£73,903

£75,012

27

£75,735

£76,838

28

£77,613

£78,715
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29

£79.535

£80,642

30

£81,515

£82,614

31

£83,528

£84,637

32

£85,605

£86,713

33

£87,732

£88,840

34

£89,900

£91,008

35

£92,135

£93,243

36

£94,416

£95,521

37

£96.763

£97,869

38

£99,158

£100,263

39

£101,574

£102,676

40

£104,109

£105,218

41

£106,709

£107,816

42

£109,383

£110,491

43

£111,307

£112,105

Unqualified Teachers
Scale Point

Excluding London and the
fringe

Fringe

1

£17208

£18339

2

£19210

£120338
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3

£21210

£22340

4

£23212

£24341

5

£25215

£26342

6

£27216

£28343

SEN Allowance
SEN Payment
Min

£2149

Max

£4242
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